


Comprising a 38-suite resort, an Aman Spa and a number of exclusive Aman Villas,
Amanzoe is situated on a hilltop in Greece on the east coast of the Peloponnese,
overlooking the island of Spetses. Drawing its name from the Sanskrit-derived word
for ‘peace’ and zoe, the Greek word for ‘life’, Amanzoe offers 360° panoramic views
as well as a private Beach Club in a picturesque bay.



Surrounded by undulating
olive groves and inspired
by the architecture of
ancient Greece, Amanzoe
commands spectacular
views of the Peloponnese
countryside and coastline.



Making the most of the beautiful views,
the resort’s arrival pavilion (above) is
dominated by a large reflection pool
and houses the reception area (below).



The Living Room is a welcoming venue both
day and night, offering indoor and outdoor
settings and a central Bar (below right ).



The resort offers a number of dining venues, including the
Restaurant (right) with its expansive outdoor terrace and dining
counter (below). Classic Greek dishes and Mediterranean fare 
are served, with an emphasis on seasonal produce.

 



With its lofty aspect, the
Restaurant (right ) offers an
airy yet cosy ambience and
floor-to-ceiling window-walls
on three sides. These can be
opened or closed depending
on the weather. The venue
also features two open fire-
places, on either side of
which are a sitting area
(below ) and dining counter.

 



Every one of the 38 Amanzoe guest pavilions has its own private swimming
pool, ranging in length from six to 12 metres. The pavilions are divided into
two categories depending on pool size. Each pavilion is accessed through
a stone-walled garden courtyard (right ).



Designed to maximise
views and offer seam-
less indoor/outdoor
living, pavilions
feature spacious
sitting and sleeping
areas, with king-size
beds positioned in a
marble-walled alcove.



In each pavilion, the bedroom,
living area and bathroom all
open onto the terrace. Here
one finds sun loungers and 
a private infinity pool.



Connected by shaded walkways, the Library (left) and Boutique (below left) are set amongst courtyards and gardens. 
The Amphitheatre (below right) is an open-air setting for music, dance and theatre performances.



The resort’s main
swimming pool (right)
is situated at the heart
of the resort, and is
overlooked by the Pool
Restaurant (below). A
smaller pool is shaded
by a pergola (above).



At night the resort 
is lit to highlight its
unique architectural
details. The Fireplace
(left ) is a tranquil
setting for enjoying 
a drink at sunset or a
nightcap beneath the
stars. Guests can 
also play tennis in
the evenings, as the
courts (below right )
are floodlit.



Designed as a peaceful
sanctuary, the Aman Spa at
Amanzoe offers massages,
facials, scrubs and wraps,
as well as seasonal spa
journeys. Combining the
best Asian techniques with
ancient Greek beauty
rituals, treatments utilise
Aman Spa’s own range of
natural skincare products.



Aman Spa’s eight treatment
pavilions feature sunken
bathtubs, steam rooms 
and relaxation areas. The
spa also offers a Watsu
pool (below ), his and hers
hammams (second on far

right ), a Thai massage
room (below ) and a salon
for hairstyling, manicures
and pedicures.



A fully-equipped Pilates studio (left ),
gym (above) and yoga pavilion (below)
complete the resort’s fitness facilities.



Situated in a beautiful bay
with sparkling turquoise
waters, the Beach Club is 
a 10-minute drive from 
the resort. Alternatively,
guests can mountain bike
the picturesque route.



The Beach Club features two 25-metre lap pools and provides a dining area and bar. Refreshments and a full lunch and dinner     menu are served. Water sports equipment is available, and guests can explore the bay and nearby islands on private boating excursions.
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The Peloponnese is as rich in ancient
history as it is in natural beauty. Amanzoe
is a superb base from which to discover
this region, whether guest interests lie in
photographing ancient ruins, visiting
vineyards, exploring the many islands
offshore including Spetses and Hydra,
mountain biking or getting an aerial
perspective with a helicopter tour.

The wealth of archaeological sites
in the area include the Sanctuary 
of Asklepios at Epidaurus with its
renowned amphitheatre, and the
legendary citadel of Mycenae –
both UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
Nafplion, Didyma and Monemvasia
are other historic attractions.
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